
Representing Underspecification by
Semantic Verb Classes Incorporating Selectional Preferences

Semantic verb classifications, i.e., groupings of verbs according to semantic properties, are of
great interest to both theoretical and computational linguistics. In theoretical linguistics, verb classes
are a useful means to organise verbs with respect to common properties, such as meaning compo-
nents (Koenig and Davis, 2001), or shared argument structure (Levin, 1993). In computational lin-
guistics, semantic verb classifications represent a valuable source of underspecification, by generalis-
ing over the verbs according to their shared properties. Specifically regarding the pervasive problem
of data sparseness in the processing of natural language, such classifications have been used in compu-
tational applications such as word sense disambiguation (Dorr and Jones, 1996; Kohomban and Lee,
2005), machine translation (Prescher et al., 2000; Koehn and Hoang, 2007), document classification
(Klavans and Kan, 1998), and statistical lexical acquisition in general (Merlo and Stevenson, 2001;
Schulte im Walde, 2006).

This talk presents a novel approach to a semantic classification of verbs, that incorporates selec-
tional preferences as common verb properties. Similarly to previous related work (Pereira et al., 1993;
Rooth et al., 1999), we rely on the Expectation-Maximisation (EM) Algorithm as a soft-clustering
technique, and model verb classification by probabilistic class membership of verbs and their seman-
tic properties. In contrast to earlier work, we choose a more complex set of semantic properties: rather
than directly using bilexical head dependencies between verbs and (direct object) nouns as clustering
dimensions, we abstract over the noun dimension by selectional preferences. Consequently, a seman-
tic class generalises over verb senses (as one dimension), and selectional preferences (as a second
dimension), as illustrated by the fictitious example in Table 1: the left column Verbs shows a list
of verbs that are ordered by the probability of being members of this class; the Selectional Prefer-
ences column presents a list of selectional preferences, also ordered by the class membership prob-
ability; each selectional preference is a triple < frame, argument, concept >, where the concept
(e.g., event) has been determined as selectional preference description for the specific argument (e.g.,
prepositional phrase headed by about) within the specific frame type (e.g., subj+pp). The implicit
assumption behind our clustering model is that verbs are assigned to a common class if they agree in
their subcategorisation properties, as referred to by the selectional preferences.

Verb Class
Selectional Preferences

Verbs Frame Argument in Frame Preference
talk subj:pp-about pp-about event
report subj:obj obj event
negotiate subj:pp-about pp-about phenomenon
discuss subj:pp-about subj group
complain subj:obj subj person
... subj subj person

...

Table 1: Example class with verbs and selectional preferences.

The classification approach is introduced in some detail, by providing an overview of the parameters
of the clustering technique,

1. the input: tuples with joint frequencies for verbs, frames and argument nouns are induced from
parsed corpus data, e.g., talk, subj:pp-about, president, education → freq=43.
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2. the probabilistic model: The probability of a verb-argument tuple p(v, f, a1, ..., an) is defined
as the product of the prior probabilities for classes p(c), verb and frame probabilities given the
class p(v|c) and p(f |c), and selectional preference parameters.

3. the implementation: The clusters are implemented as a graph structure; estimation of the cluster
parameters is performed by the Inside-Outside algorithm on data tuples, and maximisation is
performed on the complete graph over all data tuples.

4. the induction of selectional preferences: The lexical taxonomy WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998) is
exploited for selectional preference induction, applying a variant of a state-of-the-art approach
using Minimum Description Length (Li and Abe, 1998).

5. the interpretation of the clustering results: The cluster analyses are interpreted, based on cluster
membership probabilities and relating semantic class properties (i.e., selectional preferences)
to verb senses and verbal polysemy.
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